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SAFETY FIRST! MORE GRINDER SAFETY
Dave Mudge, of the Louisiana Metalsmiths, was using a grinder with the guard removed on a piece
of metal held in his post vise “about belly-high” when he learned an important safety lesson the
hard way.

A grinder with the guard removed

Seconds after he turned the grinder on, before it had quite reached full speed, the grinding wheel
self destructed, sending heavy, sharp chunks of stone flying in all directions, including into his
midsection. Fortunately, Dave only suffered some bad bruising and abrasion; it could have been
far worse. A 4 1/2 inch grinder typically operates at about 10,000 RPM, meaning the outer rim of
the grinding wheel can reach 135 miles an hour.
It turns out that the guard on a grinder serves not just to keep your fingers from getting into the
grinding wheel, but also to keep the grinding wheel from getting into you!
My grinding wheels have a label that warn to inspect them before each use, and to never use
wheels that have been damaged, dropped, or exposed to moisture. My cutting disks have a very
similar warning.

A good reason for leaving the
guard on

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
Blacksmithing is a very dangerous hobby/
job. All members, demonstrators, and
guests are responsible for using eye, ear,
and respiratory protection and safe working
methods. Minors must be accompanied by
a parent or responsible adult.
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas,
its officers, members, demonstrators,
guests, writers, and the editor disclaim
responsibility for any damages, injuries, or
destruction of property as a result of the use
of any information published in this
newsletter or demonstrated at workshops,
meetings, or conferences.
Every effort is made to insure the accuracy
and the safety of information provided, but
the use of any material is solely at the user’s
own risk.
Attendees at organization functions and
classes consent to the use of their images in
publications and web pages of the
Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas.
Unless otherwise noted, all content is freely
licensed for use by all ABANA affiliates,
provided the source is cited.

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES
Submissions for articles, meeting minutes,
announcements, events, and classified
advertising are due to the editor before the
third Saturday of the preceding month.
Each month’s newsletter will be published
on the Monday following the last Saturday
of the prior month.

“It turns out that the guard on a grinder serves not just to keep
your fingers from getting into the grinding wheel, but also to
keep the grinding wheel from getting into you!”
Wire brushes rated for grinders will have the wire twisted into “ropes.” Wire wheels with straight,
untwisted wire are intended to be used on drills and polishers, not grinders, and are rarely rated to
operate over 4500 RPM, less than half the speed of a grinder.
These little grinders are very handy. I bought four when they went on sale for under $10 at
Harbor Freight so that I can have one with a grinding wheel, one with a cutoff, one with a flap
disk, and one with a wire wheel. But as useful as they are, they can also be very dangerous if used
inappropriately. Read and follow the safety rules for your grinders!

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
I have two daughters who are just beginning their careers, and I often
think about the challenges they may face because of their gender. They
are strong, capable young women, and it is my wish that they will be
able to reach their full potential without any limitations other than
their own talent and effort.
This newsletter is intended to address the interests, needs, and viewpoints of all of our
members. It may have escaped the notice of some of you guys, but we have quite a few
women on the roster. I just did a rough count, and it appears that 14 of the 171 names on our
roll (a little over 8%) seem to belong to females. BOA is not a boy’s club!
This is actually quite appropriate. It may not fit the stereotype portrayed in book and film,
but women have been professional smiths for all of recorded history.
It is my hope that this issue will help address some of those misconceptions we have, and will
encourage our lady smiths to follow in the footsteps of all the fine female smiths that have
come before them.
It may be true that, on average, men are larger and stronger than women, but that has never
stopped women who wished to actively pursue the blacksmithing craft, and the introduction
of modern technology is making that difference less and less of an obstacle to any woman
wishing to pick up a hammer and tongs. The number of female professional smiths
continues to grow each year; and that is a good thing for the entire craft.
Here’s to you, our lady smiths! As Victoria Patti says, “Keep forging on ladies, ‘cause you’re
kind of a big deal!”
Robert Fox, BOA Editor
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Keith Heffelfinger gave a great demonstration
on the forging of pipe and tube at the
November meeting of the Northwest Chapter
on the 14th. He also demonstrated how to
make a small anvil. We got to see his double
chamber bellows and several different kinds of
useful tooling. Ron Wells didn’t let the flu
virus keep him from bringing a load of coal to
the meeting. Ron really does go the extra mile
for us.
T-shirts have been ordered. After waiting for
over a year to get an order of 25; we ended up
ordering 50 t-shirts. We have ordered 10 caps
to keep on hand. The caps will be black with
white ink for now and tan with black ink closer
to summer.
Everyone who feels their interest in
blacksmithing will last the rest of their life
should check into joining the Artisan
Blacksmith Association of North America
(ABANA). Membership includes a subscription
to The Anvil’s Ring, a glossy quarterly that has
Dale Custer, BOA President
seen marked improvement since the current
editor has come on board. This magazine is where the top smiths show off their work. It is
where you find out who is the top of the craft and where you see things done in metal that you
didn’t know were possible.
In addition to The Anvil’s Ring, there is the quarterly named The Hammer’s Blow. It is printed
in black and white, comes pre-punched to go into a notebook and is filled with projects and how–
to advice. It is edited by Mark Aspery, a smith known to be passionate about teaching
blacksmithing.
ABANA has reached out to BOA by providing some printed materials and T-shirts from past
conferences. The shirts are for sale for $15, and only two are left. They have also set up a method
for BOA members to take part in a traditional event at the bi-annual conference. At each
conference there is a series of raffles called iron in the hat. There may be a dozen or more items
offered; from large prizes to some not so big. ABANA has sent tickets for the first three drawings;
an anvil, a treadle hammer and a BAM box. BAM is the Blacksmith Association of Missouri and a
BAM box is a tool box with several, usually dozens of tools donated by smiths from all over the
country. I will be contacting the chapter stewards with the details of our members getting a
chance to take home some of these great prizes.
I am looking forward to our next iron smelt, which is scheduled for December 4th, 5th and 6th
again at the Eureka Springs School of Arts (ESSA). We will start on Friday morning with
preparations and repairs. On Saturday we will do the firing. We have three things to fix from the
last smelt; upping the iron content of the ore, doing a better job on the burn rate and waiting to
tap the slag. The first and the third issue I think we have solved. We will have to see about the
burn rate.
Dale Custer
President
Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas
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BOA MEETING CALENDAR
JULY
2015
AUGUST
2015
SEPTEMBER
2015
OCTOBER
2015
NOVEMBER
2015
DECEMBER
2015
JANUARY
2016
FEBRUARY
2016
MARCH
2016
APRIL
2016
MAY
2016
JUNE
2016

RIVER VALLEY AREA

NW AREA

CENTRAL AREA

NE AREA

11
1
5
3
7
5
2
6
5
2
7
4

11
8
12
10
14
12
9
13
12
16
14
11

18
15
19
17
21
19
16

11
1
19
3
7
5
2
6
5
2
7
4

At Gary Braswell’s
In Lavaca
Door Handle
At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Door Latch
At Todd Rowland’s
In Greenwood
Door Hinges
At Bell Park Festival
In Greenwood
Door Knocker
At Gary Braswell’s
In Lavaca
A Meat Fork
At Dallas Roberson’s
In Lavaca
Candy Cane w/Twist
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

At Robert Meuser’s
In Mountain Home
A Spoon

At Cheryl Miskell’s
In Marble Falls
Smith’s Choice
At Tired Iron
In Gentry
Made from horseshoe
At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
Tongs
At Keith Heffelfinger’s
Mountain View
Pair of Hinges
At Clyde Foster’s
In Huntsville
Christmas Ornament
Cheryl Miskell’s
In Marble Falls
TBD

TBD

At Tired Iron

TBD

At Rusty Wheels

Sidebar
Page 14
Sidebar
Page 10

Sidebar
Page 16
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At Larry Lane’s
In Sheridan
Smith’s Choice
Robert Carrol
In Sherwood
Cross/religious Icon
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Smith’s choice
At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
Zombie Weapon
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Includes a forged leaf
Robert Thompson
Hot Springs
Christmas Gift
TBD

20
19
9

At Dale Custer’s
In Little Rock

At Tim Huddleston’s
In Benton

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower

21
18

TBD

TBD

At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Flint Striker

At Eddie Mullins’
In Marmaduke
Fireplace poker or rake
Pioneer Days Museum
In Maynard
Dutch oven lid lifter

Jimmy Barnes Dad’s
In Paragould

Crowley’s Ridge
State Park
Square nails and hooks
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Christmas Gift
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Sidebar
Page 12

METALLURGY — TESTING
Steel comes in a wide variety of flavors and
quality. The end product determines the level of
quality needed in the steel. These quality
aspects are tested to ensure that the steel meets
the specifications for the products for which they
are produced. This month we will outline the
quality testing methods employed to certify the
quality of the steel going into the products we
use every day. Not all of these tests are needed
on every heat of steel as this testing does add a
cost to the selling price of the steel.
Liquid steel testing is important as this sets the
initial quality of the steel. Sampling the
chemical makeup of the steel is vital to the steel
making process. This allows the calculation of
alloying material that has to be added to the
steel to manufacture the specific grade needed (I
will address the grades along with heat treating
in the near future). Chemistry checks also verify
that elements that are difficult to control such as
phosphorus, sulfur, chromium, and copper meet
the spec limits. The elements P, S, and Cr can be
worked down to make spec at the expense of
time and money. Cu comes in through the scrap
and cannot be removed, what melts in is there.
The only means of dealing with copper is to
dilute the heat with clean melt. Temperature
probes are taken throughout the melt shop to
ensure that there is enough energy in the ladle of steel to stay molten until the steel is cast.
Some shops where higher quality steel is produced will take an oxygen and carbon probe right
before tapping the heat. This is a quick measurement that allows for the adjustment of the
elements that “kill” the heat: silicon, manganese, and aluminum. Steel grades with higher
hardenability (discussed in the future) have a susceptibility to hydrogen cracking. Hydrogen is
measured in the liquid steel and reduced by a vacuum treatment of the steel.
After the steel solidifies, more testing is performed that measures different aspects of the steel.
Micro testing is performed along the heat of steel. This test looks at the type and size of
nonmetallic inclusions in the steel. These inclusions are part of the steelmaking process and
good clean steel practices must be employed on high quality steels. The oxygen content in the
steel gives an indication to the cleanliness level of the steel. When this test is performed most
machines will also test the nitrogen level of the steel, while the most advanced machines will
also check for retained hydrogen in the steel. Some products will require that the steel is defect
free. Defects such as seams from thermomechanical or nonmetallic inclusions must be
inspected for and removed. All of the tests for surface and internal quality are performed in a
non-destructive manner; the inspection doesn’t cause the part to be scrapped. The methods
used here are the magnetic flux leakage/mag particle testing, eddy current, and ultrasonic.
The inspection methods here is a brief survey of how steel quality is monitored throughout its
production to ensure it meets product specifications. If at any point the heat cannot meet the
specification it is diverted to another product or scrapped. Next month we will begin the topic
of heat treatment by discussing hardenability and how it is measured with the “jominy” test.
Ross Wilkinson, BOA Metallurgist
EDITOR’s NOTE: Many of you have asked me for an update on Ross’s career move, so I asked
him if he would give me a brief synopsis for the newsletter. I have a much longer version with
more details for those who want them. It’s an interesting story!
Things are going great here in Ohio. I have been met with a hospitality that rivals any I have
seen. I am learning a lot on specification development while contributing to several processing
projects. The facility has 4 main processing routes used to produce tubing for customers:
piercing mill, weld mill, cold draw, and heat treating. We produce tubing with a variety of steel
and can perform heat treatments of: normalize, stress relieve, Q &T.
I have joined WRABA (Western Reserve Artisan Blacksmith Assoc.). One outreach they do is
great. Every week, guys from the club open their shop for open forge to allow those without
shops the ability to forge. I am active with the First Baptist Church of Shelby by helping with
“Kids Club” and “Good News Club” at Auburn Elementary.

BLACKSMITHING
APPRENTICESHIP
The Metal Museum is seeking a
student/journeyman blacksmith
interested in a two-year
apprenticeship. For over thirty years,
the Metal Museum has provided
blacksmith artists with the
opportunity to live and work at the
Museum, to create a new body of work
and to learn the art and business of
blacksmithing. The apprentice
program includes working on largeand small-scale private and public
projects. Projects include railings for
public buildings and private
residences, sculpture, furniture,
architectural objects and a variety of
repairs and restorations.
By the end of two years, the apprentice
will be competent in hand-forging
techniques (including traditional
joinery, tapering, riveting), able to
operate power hammers, welders and
other shop equipment, and able to
design basic fencing, gates and
hardware. The apprentice will be
exposed to a wide variety of art and
artisans, and will have the opportunity
to meet and work with prominent
blacksmiths from across the country.
In addition to a $1300 per month
stipend, the Museum provides health
insurance, worker’s compensation,
paid and annual leave, onsite housing
and studio space. Duties include
working in the studio, conducting
demonstrations for visitors, assisting
with grounds events and maintenance,
assisting with exhibition changes and
other duties as assigned. The
apprentice works under the
supervision of the Shop Foreman and
the Museum Director.
Applicants must have completed
undergraduate work in metals or have
comparable training.
The dates for the next apprenticeship
will be June 1, 2016 - May 31, 2018.
Applications must be received by
March 1, 2016, with notification by
March 15, 2016.
Applicants must submit a letter of
interest, a resume, 20 images of
current work and three references.
Please send applications or further
inquiries to
Jeannie Tomlinson Saltmarsh,
Metal Museum,
374 Metal Museum Drive,
Memphis, TN, 38106,
or to jeannie@metalmuseum.org. 5

BLACKSMITH PODCAST
Blacksmiths, by definition, don’t
necessarily stay on the leading edge of
technology, but odds are that MOST of
you have access to the internet or a
smartphone. I still send 24 hardcopy
newsletters out each month, so I am
aware that some of our members aren’t
yet sure that this “interweb” fad is
going to last…
But if you do have access to the web,
you should check out the
BlacksmithHER podcast, hosted by
blacksmith Victoria Patti (see
interview, this page). If you aren’t
familiar with podcasts, think of them
as just a recording: voice, but no video.
More like a radio show than TV.
BlacksmithHER is a radio show,
recorded and posted on the internet.
You can go to the blacksmither.com
web site and listen to them there, or
you can download a podcast app on
your smartphone. I searched for the
BlacksmitHER podcast and subscribed
to it, then downloaded podcasts while I
was connected to WIFI, and listen to
them in my truck on the way to work
and back. If this all sounds a little
much for you, ask any 13 year old girl
for help, and she can set it up for you!
Many well-known smiths have
appeared on the BlacksmitHER
podcast, including:
 Mark Aspery












Heather McLarty
Tim Cisneros
Ellen Durkan
Tom Willoughby
Monica Coyne
Tobe Malm
Amy Peih
Dan Nauman
Addrian Legge
And many, many more.

The shows are extremely interesting,
informative, and the perfect length for
the drive to work!
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AN INTERVIEW WITH VICTORIA PATTI
We are very pleased to be able to include in this month’s issue an interview with blacksmith
Victoria Patti. Victoria is an artist-blacksmith working in Colorado, and is the host of the
BlacksmitHer Podcast, advocating and providing resources, networking opportunities and
encouragement to women in the blacksmithing craft. Her work is especially relevant to the
focus of this month’s VOICE, women in blacksmithing, but in another sense it’s a bit unfair
to classify Victoria as a “lady blacksmith.” She is a “blacksmith” whose work stands tall on
its own, easily deserving of recognition for her craft without any need for gender
qualifications.
I spoke with Victoria on November 12th and found it easy to see why her podcast is so
popular; she is an over-the-top energetic, personable, and articulate smith. I had already felt
as if I knew her just from listening to the podcast, but a few minutes into the interview, I felt
that we had known each other for years.
I didn’t ask Victoria how she became a blacksmith, because it is well documented on her site
and in her own interviews. Victoria graduated with a degree in forest management and
joined the state as a part-time employee in that capacity. Her boss told her that the best way
to “get on” permanently with his department was to first apply for any state job, then, once
in the system, apply for a transfer.
So Victoria applied for a job as an industrial mechanic at the City of Boulder’s water
treatment facility, where she discovered that all her co-workers were older men, most
nearing retirement. Nevertheless, they took her under their wings, and soon had her
welding and fabricating metal like a pro. Victoria asked for and received permission to take
extra training as a welder, and was soon creating her own artwork in her off hours from the
“bone yard” of left over pump parts. While unique and fun, the pump parts were not quite
the delicate finish she wanted. She took a 3-week blacksmithing class in 1995 in order to
learn to manipulate metal into the forms and finishes she was after, and has never looked
back.
Victoria never did make it back to the forestry department. She worked at the water
treatment plant for 18 years, leaving only to start out on her own as a full-time artist
blacksmith. Today she forges out of a studio in the solarium of her home, where she was
kind enough to take some time to speak with us.
VOICE: Hello Victoria! I love your podcast, and listen to it in the truck on the way to and
from work every day. Thank you so much for the time you put into such a professional,
interesting, and informative show for and about contemporary blacksmiths. While you don’t
limit yourself to female smiths, you are certainly an advocate for them. If you were to meet a
woman interested, but hesitant about learning the craft, what advice would you have for
being taken seriously in a craft dominated by men?
VICTORIA: Be confident in what you know, and be honest in what you don’t know. Don’t be
afraid to make mistakes or to ask for guidance or advice. Mistakes give you an opportunity
to learn and rise above with confidence and grace. Persevere through the hard times, they
will pass, keep moving forward with the skills you’ve acquired, always expanding them.

VOICE: Where would you point this woman to look for inspiration and confidence? What resources would help her feel confident in
a woman’s ability to take on and master this craft?
VICTORIA: The book, Striking Women by Berlin artist Latifa Sayadi is both inspirational and international. It features women
blacksmiths from around the world, their story and pictures of their forged pieces. There are also female blacksmith instructors, and
there are blacksmith classes geared specifically for women. But the fact that most of the smiths you will encounter are male is just
one of many intimidating things about blacksmithing. Let’s face it, the blacksmith craft is a hard one to enter into - it’s physically
demanding, there is a long learning curve, it’s dirty, loud and it can be expensive.
VOICE: Your initial training as a blacksmith was with a female instructor, right?
VICTORIA: No, I took Frank Turley’s beginner blacksmith 3 week course and then took every Rocky Mountain Smith workshop I
could afford. [Editor’s note: The Rocky Mountain Smiths, or RMS, is Victoria’s local ABANA affiliate.] I did attend a demonstration
by Dorothy Steigler back in 1998 when she came as a demonstrator to the RMS. She’s been in the business for so long and is such
an inspiration as a successful entrepreneur in the field.
VOICE: Dorothy is definitely a master-smith. She’s been forging for over 40 years and was, at one point, the president of ABANA.
Is she still teaching classes today? Wasn’t 1998 the year she was awarded the Alex Bealer Award, given by ABANA to the blacksmith
who has made the most significant impact and contribution to the craft over time?
VICTORIA: Yes, she’s still forging incredible work, and is still teaching, demonstrating, and receiving awards nationally and
internationally.
VOICE: I know you have interviewed a number of contemporary female smiths on your show. Are there any you would point out as
a role model to that beginning smith?
VICTORIA: All of the smiths I have interviewed, both male and female, are inspirational in their own way. To a woman with very
little background in the craft, a list of the more readily accessible female smiths would have to include women like Monica Coyne,
Bex Simon, and Shawn Lovell.
VOICE: Are there other blacksmith classes that you would recommend specifically for women?
VICTORIA: I would say that most of the blacksmithing community (teachers, students, hobbyists) are happy to share the craft with
anyone who is willing to learn, whether the student is a lady, a guy, or a child. Anyway, that has been my experience here in the
Rocky Mountain Smith’s Association. However, if the student would feel more comfortable, they could take classes with a female
blacksmith, or seek out classes that are specifically geared for women. The Crucible in Oakland, California, offers women’s
blacksmithing classes, as does David Norrie here in Colorado.
VOICE: Speaking of fantastic female instructors, I heard that Lorelei Simms was teaching at CanIron this year.
VICTORIA: Yes, CanIron X at Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia. She volunteered to teach a beginners youth class, and was
wonderful. She is a natural, very approachable and not nearly as physically intimidating as some of the male smiths can be, even
unintentionally.
VOICE: So, speaking for my gender, what are we doing wrong? Is there anything men do or say that is well-meant but
unappreciated? Any pet peeves? Any advice you can give to male instructors regarding women in their classes?
VICTORIA: It’s hard to generalize, but one thing that can happen is that a female student will end up surrounded by a crowd of men,
both the instructors and other students, hovering about, giving way too much advice and attention. It would be better if the female
smiths didn’t get any more or less attention than the male smiths. As with most skills, there’s a period where the only way you are
going to move forward is just to work your way through it. Step back and let them work it out; that’s my advice.
VOICE: OK, that makes sense. I think most men who
get into blacksmithing are a bit old-school by definition,
and were brought up to be extra-helpful to women in
any circumstance, so I can see how that would happen.
Other than “hovering,” do you have any advice for
instructors for female students? Any tools or
techniques that should be modified? Are there types of
classes would be more of interest?
VICTORIA: First, I would recommend asking your
community. Offer a survey to find out what classes are
appealing, then work out who is interested in attending
each class and customize the classes accordingly. I
would also say that, from my own experience, it’s nice to
have an option of stock sizes to work with in classes
where students have a wide range of physical strength.
I tend to go with smaller stock. I have a shoulder injury
that needs constant maintenance, so when I take a class
I choose to work with stock that won’t over-stress my
shoulder. I make a living from being an artist, and it’s
important for me to get into my shop every day. I don’t
like to do things that keep me from doing that. That
being said, not everyone has a shoulder problem and
many can work with larger stock. Also, certain
techniques, such as tong-making, require a certain
The “Breastplate”, one of Victoria’s favorite pieces, purchased by a customer
size stock. If strength is a concern for me, I would ask for her granddaughter because it combined strength with a classic girly flair.
the instructor if there is a power hammer there for me
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to use and work it out beforehand.

VOICE: The average professional smith today is much more focused on the artistic side of the craft than the average smith of the late
19th century would have been. Do you think this has impacted the number of women entering the trade? Or does it have more to do
with growing gender equality in society in general?
VICTORIA: Both, probably. There is no doubt that there are more female smiths today, as a percentage of professional smiths, than
there were in 1900. Blacksmithing today is far different than it was, much less in demand as a trade. Blacksmithing used to be the
king of trades; no town could get along without a blacksmith making and repairing tools. But everything has changed here in
America, where farm implements are now manufactured for pennies on the dollar. Whether you’re a guy or a girl blacksmith, you
can’t make a living wage forging farm implements today (unless it’s a reproduction or restoration project, which is very rare).
There’s also more of a market for metal sculpture now than there ever was. Does this emphasis on the artistic aspect make
blacksmithing more appealing to women? Maybe. After all, 51% of full-time, professional visual artists today are women.
VOICE: I love the question you ask in your podcast about spending a day with any smith. “If you could spend one day with any
smith, dead or alive, who would it be?” The answers are very revealing. I’ve been surprised to hear the majority of your guests say
“Claudio Bottero.” He is amazing, and I wouldn’t turn down an opportunity to spend a day with him. But he is very sculptural
rather than functional; very modern rather than traditional. I understand that some people are really interested in applying the
craft to modern sculpture, but it surprises me that nearly ALL of your guests have this same narrow-focused (it seems to me)
application of blacksmithing. I would like to hear your thoughts on
why it seems that all your guests are gravitating to the purely
sculptural. Is it just a monetary thing? There has to be more money
for the professional smith in sculpture and public works than in
making a padlock. Is that where the focus is coming from?
VICTORIA: I’ve also been surprised at the answers to that question.
Maybe this comes from the people that I’m asking and that they too
are making sculpture. Bottero appeals to them because of his
designs and his implementation and skill of carrying out that
design. But I don’t think this interest in sculpture has much to do
with money. There is actually more money to be made in gates,
railings, and fireplace screens. I honestly believe that these smiths
I’ve interviewed genuinely love sculpture, and would be creating
these same sculptures even if they could not sell them. And if you
love sculpture, Claudio Bottero is one of the very best at visualizing
a design and carrying it through to execution.
VOICE: Speaking of sculptures, I’ve seen your Catrina Doll
sculptures. Very well done and very interesting. Can you tell us a
little more about them?
A Posada print (above), and two of Victoria’s Catrinas (below)
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VICTORIA: I started making 8 ft tall steel Catrina Ladies in 2013 because of the
story behind them. José Guadalupe Posada was a Mexican political printmaker
and engraver whose work influenced many Latin American artists and cartoonists
because of its satirical acuteness and social engagement. He used skulls
(Calaveras) and skeletons to make political and cultural statements. His best
known works are his Calaveras, which often assume various costumes, such as the
Calavera de la Catrina (the "Skull of the Female Dandy"), which was meant to
satirize the life of the upper classes in Mexico at the end of the 19th century;
English women who walked the streets of the city in fine clothing, looking down
their noses at the common people. The main “gist” of the story/message is that
you can be wealthy and wear the finest clothes with top of the line accessories, but
you can still be “dead” inside and have no soul if you aren’t careful of what you
truly value in life. The important thing is what’s on the inside and that it is offered
in a positive way to benefit the world you share with others.
VOICE: Fantastic! And your sculptures are literally larger than life, towering over most people. Which reminds me…we talk a lot about
“standing on the shoulders of giants” like Samuel Yellin, Cyril Colnik, Francis Whitaker, and Thomas Googerty. But all of the
blacksmithing historical role models we typically discuss are male. From your perspective, what is the story of women in historical
blacksmithing?
VICTORIA: From what I’ve learned, historical women blacksmiths mostly didn’t want to blacksmith; they were forced by circumstances to
take up the trade when their husbands were injured or went to war or died. Women also had to clean, cook, and raise children.
Blacksmithing to earn money was just another thing to add to the long list of chores to do in a day. In 1906 there were 100 registered
women blacksmiths. There are documented records of a few women blacksmiths who wanted to work the trade, such as Hattie Graham in
Sudbury Massachusetts in 1895, or Selina McHugh from Australia, who became a blacksmith after she became a widow in 1898. Or
Juliette Gordon Low in 1890’s, who built a forge on her estate in Savannah Georgia [Editor’s note: see sidebar, page 11]. The more distant
history of art in general is filled almost exclusively with “male” artists, but that’s slowly changing. The women I look up to as having “paved
the way” are Dorothy Steiglar, Lorelei Sims, Elizabeth Brimm, and the like.
VOICE: All very talented women. Think what was lost to the craft across all those centuries because women were discouraged from
professional contribution! Most of our organization’s members are not professional smiths. Your podcast seems to focus a lot on people
trying to make a living as a smith, marketing themselves, pricing their work, etc. You’ve occasionally interviewed “hobby” blacksmiths, but
from the way they describe their shops, their hourly rates, and their accomplishments, I think most of us would consider them more as
professionals. As a professional yourself, what would you say is the role of the hobbyist smith in ABANA, compared to professional smiths
such as yourself?
VICTORIA: Most of the ABANA constituency across the nation is made up of hobby blacksmiths. They are essential to keeping the craft
alive in their backyards and to building community in their towns. I was a hobby blacksmith for 18 years before I decided to become a fulltime artist and still think of myself as a hobby blacksmith. When I first started, I joined my local chapter and ABANA, I loved The Anvils’
Ring and The Hammer’s Blow magazines I would get in the mail. I forged hooks and simple tools. I made a slit chisel and a scribe that I
love to this day. The hobby smiths are the “farm team” from which the professional smiths emerge.
VOICE: Speaking of building community, I’ve been hearing about your upcoming good-will trip to
Argentina. Can you tell us a little about it?
VICTORIA: Argentina has a wonderfully rich history that includes a lot of historic architecture.
Unfortunately, the political environment in recent decades has resulted in an unchecked deterioration
of many iron gates and railings that are an important part of the heritage of the country. The state
department has arranged for blacksmiths from many countries to come down and teach a three-day
class on the restoration and preservation of these structures, so that future generations of
Argentineans have the opportunity to appreciate this part of their country’s artistic culture.
VOICE: What an exciting opportunity! Not just the opportunity to travel (I know you speak Spanish),
but an opportunity to rescue something so important that is in danger of being lost! I’ll be waiting to
hear all about it in a future podcast. Turning to your own history, a couple of questions we typically
ask are, “What was your first anvil?” and “What was the first thing you ever sold?”
VICTORIA: I bought a 95 pound Hay Budden anvil, a forge, and a hammer which I left outside in the
backyards of the rental houses I lived in! That anvil is still my primary anvil today. I have a 250
pound, no-name piece of garbage anvil also, but I would rather use my little Hay Budden. The first
thing I ever sold was a small hallway table, with curved legs and a glass top.
VOICE: Wow! That’s an impressive entry into professional smithing. I expect that most people would
have started off selling a leaf key chain or a railroad-spike knife. What blacksmithing technique do
you think you are particularly good at?

Victoria’s “Dragon Tongs”

VICTORIA: [After much insisting on our part] I guess organic forms. I do really like my dragon tongs.
VOICE: There’s a picture of a set of your dragon-tongs on your website. They are wonderful! Please tell me you use them in your regular
work every day! What is your favorite tool in your shop?
VICTORIA: I have some tong clips that Francis Whitaker gave me. I took a class with him here with the Rocky Mountain Smiths. Just like
you’ve always heard, he could be pretty harsh. He yelled at me a couple of times, but that was just his way. He gave me these clips, so he
must have liked me at least a little.
VOICE: Well, anyone who’s ever heard your podcast likes you. Thank you so much for your contributions to the craft, and for your
contributions to this newsletter. To turn your words on you, “keep forging on, Victoria, ‘cause your kind of a big deal!”
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RIVER VALLEY AREA NOVEMBER MEETING
I would like to begin by paying tribute to Ross Wilkinson for his generous contributions as
the River Valley secretary, and his unselfish assistance in developing our chapter this past
year. We have grown in many ways and much credit should go to Ross. We will miss him.

NEXT RIVER VALLEY MEETING
The next River Valley BOA meeting
will be held on December 5th at
Dallas Roberson’s shop at:
1409 Hwy 96
Lavaca, AR 72923
The Trade item is candy cane
highlighting your favorite
blacksmithing twist
From Interstate 40:



On I-40, take exit 7 for I-540
and US 71S toward Fort Smith



Take exit 3 south toward
Arkansas 59/Van Buren



Follow signs for Arkansas 59
South/Barling.



In Barling (About 9 miles
down 59), turn left on Fort
Street (AR22 E/AR255S )



After about 6 miles on AR22,
turn left on AR96E at
stoplight.



1409 is about a mile down 96,
on the left
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Our meeting in November was held at Gary Braswell’s shop in Lavaca. We had several
members in attendance along with a few guests. This month’s trade item was a meat fork,
which displayed our developing growth in blacksmithing skills. We had two forges going,
and several of us made some knives and crosses. We had great fellowship around the dinner
table with some
wonderful gumbo. Many
thanks to Gary’s wife for
providing a great meal.
Our next meeting will be
held on December 5th at
Dallas Roberson’s shop
in Lavaca. He resides at
1409 Hwy 96. Our trade
item will be a candy cane
highlighting your
favorite blacksmithing
twist.
Todd Rowland
RVBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—IRON CANDY CANES
Author: Steve Anderson. Reprinted with
permission from the 2004 NovemberDecember issue of The Upsetter, the
newsletter of the Michigan Artist Blacksmith
Association (MABA).
1.

Start with 1/2” diameter round stock. I
use a piece about 2 feet long to avoid
using tongs.

2.

Heat the end and square up about 1/2” of
the stock for holding in a vise.

3.

At a yellow heat, groove 3 lines for 11
inches, using a chisel while placing the
stock in a half-round hardy or swage
block. Repeated heats will be needed.
You will only get a few inches at a time.
(You can also use a spring groover on a
power hammer by making two passes, producing 4 grooves instead of 3).

4. Place the square end in a vise and use channel locks or
vise grips to make a slow twist in the grooved portion.
Quench if necessary to keep the twist even.

5.

6.

At a yellow heat,
cut the twisted
portion off on the
hardy while
rolling the stock
to keep the cut
centered. This
keeps the stock
round and looks
more like an
actual candy cane.
Dress and round
over ends to
remove any sharp
edges.
At a yellow heat, use a wooden mallet to bend the hook shape over the horn of the anvil.

LADY BLACKSMITH FOUNDS
THE GIRL SCOUTS—
JULIETTE GORDON LOW
In 1886, Juliette Gordon Low, known
as Daisy to her friends, married the
love of her life William Mackay Low, a
cotton merchant who had established
the Central of Georgia Railroad
transporting inland cotton to river
ports. Sarah expected that, like her
parents, she would have an idyllic
marriage. Over the years, as her
marriage began to disintegrate, Daisy
turned more and more to her art work
for consolation. She sculpted, painted,
and one year she even enrolled in a
blacksmithing course. She later built a
forge on her estate and with the help of
a local blacksmith, designed and made
the handsome pair of gates shown
above for the entrance of her home,
Wellesbourne House.
After her husband’s death, Daisy began
searching for something meaningful
that would occupy her considerable
energy and talents.
She seriously considered becoming a
sculptor and had been studying with
artists in Paris and London when she
met Sir Robert Baden-Powell, the
founder of the Boy Scouts, who was
also a talented painter and sculptor.
The two became friends because of
their common interest in art, however,
it was his ideas regarding work with
young people that cemented their
friendship.
Juliette envisioned an organization
that would prepare girls to meet their
world with courage, confidence, and
character. In a time when women in
the United States did not have the
right of suffrage, the nearly-deaf 51one year old sparked a worldwide
movement in 1912 that inspired girls to
embrace their individuality, strength,
and intellect together.
Those first Girl Scouts blazed trails
and redefined what was possible for
themselves and for girls everywhere.
They played basketball. They hiked,
swam, and camped. They shared a
sense of curiosity and a belief that they
could do anything. But most
importantly, just like Girl Scouts
across the country and around the
world today, they offered a helping
hand to those in need and worked
together to make their corner of the
world a better place.
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NEXT NORTHEAST MEETING
The December NEAC BOA
meeting will once again be held
at Jim Soehlman's shop. His
address is
Jim Soehlman
462 Greene 731 Road
Jonesboro, AR 72401
The meeting will be held on the first
Saturday of December (the 5th).
The meeting will start at 9:00 am, and
end at 3:00 pm. The trade item is
“blacksmithed Christmas gift of
your choosing.”
We'll will be playing "dirty Santa"
with the trade items. Jimmie Barnes
will be in charge of the game.
Meal will be smoked ham with
everyone bringing a side dish.
Directions:

NE ARKANSAS NOVEMBER MEETING
Meeting held at Crowley’s Ridge State
Park, 11-7-15 from 10 am until 3:00 pm.
Members present: Larry Ford, Raymond
Lyerly, Brad Ussery, Bryan Carter, John
Johnson, Aldon Philpot, Lloyd Clayton,
Carl Steyer, Jim Soehlman and Rebecca
Soehlman
Guests: There were an estimated 100+ by
Elizabeth Whaley, Crowley's Ridge State
Park interpreter.
The focus of the demonstration was to
make items that a blacksmith in the
1800's would have made for people that
were homesteading on the Ridge. We
touched on a small portion of what could
have been made but the crowd seems to
love watching and had lots of questions.

From Lake Frierson State Park
entrance (about 12 miles due north of
Jonesboro on Hwy 141), continue
north on 141 for one mile, then turn
right (east) on Greene 731, go 1/2
mile. You're there!

All of us took the opportunity to interact with the onlookers and make it interesting for them.
It's fun for all when you can tell the onlookers that when "Pa" needed a horse shoe, he went
to the barn and made it and when "Ma" needed a spoon or wall hook, "Pa" went to the barn
and made it.
I'd like to personally
thank Raymond Lyerly for
showing up to my shop
and helping me load all
the equipment and for
following me home and
helping me unload.
Jim Soehlman—
NEACBOA Secretary
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PROJECT NOTES—
REINDEER SHOE
Reprinted with permission from the
2004 November-December issue of The
Upsetter, the newsletter of the Michigan
Artist Blacksmith Association (MABA).
1.

Start with 1/4” x 1/2” flat bar stock
4 1/2” long.

2.

Taper from both ends to center to
obtain a total length of 7”. Be sure
to maintain the 1/4” thickness.

3.

LISA GEERSTEN
In addition to serving as the Metal
and Stone Studio Manager and
instructor at the Pratt Fine Arts
Center in Seattle, Washington, Lisa a
full time artist blacksmith/fabricator
and owner of Firelight, which
operates solely on custom
commissions ranging from
architectural work to sculpture.

Chisel a 1 1/4” nail groove 1/2” off
both sides of center as shown

She has been working with metal
since 1999. Her commission work
ranges from architectural fabrication
to site-specific sculptures.

4. Bend to a pleasing horse (reindeer)
shoe shape.

5. Forge a toe clip on corner of anvil
heel.

6.

Use small scroll tongs to shape heel ends as creative as you like.

7.

Use a fish line and paper clip to
make a hanger.
*Use a brass brush for Rudolph's
shoes (which were always made of
gold).

Editor’s Note: In keeping with this month’s
theme, I feel it appropriate to mention that,
according to the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game, both male and female reindeer
(also known as caribou in North America)
grow antlers, the only species of the deer
family to do so. The male reindeer lose their
antlers in the fall, and female reindeer lose
their antlers in the spring. Which means
that, scientifically, all of Santa’s reindeer,
including Rudolph, must have been female.

Her introduction to
blacksmithing
came working at an
ornamental metal
working business
that had a woman
as the head
blacksmith, Laura
Goemat.

“The caged anvil never rings” The
closest thing to a sign we have outside the door to our studio. I made
this a loooong time ago to be silly.
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NEXT NORTHWEST MEETING
The next Northwest Area BOA
meeting will be held at the forge of
Clyde Foster’s on December 12th
from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm..
Clyde Foster
1929 Madison 2355
Huntsville, AR 72740
The trade item will “a Christmas
Ornament.”
Directions:
From Huntsville, go east on 412 to 2315.
Go right on 2315 to 2355 (this is a fork
in the road). Go left on 2355 to 1929,
which is Clyde’s driveway (about a mile
from 412).
From Marble, go west on 412 to 2315.
Go left on 2315 to 2355 (this is a fork in
the road). Go left on 2355 to 1929,
which is Clyde’s driveway (about a mile
from 412).

NORTHWEST AREA BOA NOVEMBER MEETING
Thanks to Lynda and Keith Heffelfinger for hosting the November meeting. They spent quite
a lot of time getting their place ready for this event, and it is a very nice setting. There is a
spring fed creek which runs between the house and the smithy.
Keith gave some demos, one of which was an anvil small enough to use for a keychain. I was
impressed. We all liked his forge and blower. He built both the forge and blower from scratch
and the blower is a bellows. He also taught us how to work pipe and has some good artistic
designs. He should have been a teacher!
Lynda made some tasty chili for our lunch. The weather was nice enough for all of us to eat
outside in the yard. Of course, the meeting followed lunch and Dale didn’t give us a chance to
doze off after the great meal. He talked about the second smelt the club is planning for
December 4th, 5th, and 6th, at ESSA, the Eureka Springs School of the Arts.
Members present at the meeting were Tom Bates, Joseph Breer, Michael Breer, Dale Custer,
Harold Enlow, Clyde Foster, Keith Heffelfinger, Lynda Heffelfinger, Sam Hibbs, Eric
Lindberg, Bob Lock, Hardy Todd, and Ron Wells. A couple of fellows signed up as new
members. They are Scott Ridey (an experienced smith) and John Hairford, who is looking for
equipment for his smithy. After the meeting, Scott gave a few of us a demo on how to make a
beautiful leaf. I always learn a lot at the meetings and appreciate the talent and help of the
other blacksmiths.
The December meeting is at Clyde Foster’s place near Marble, Arkansas. The trade item is a
Christmas ornament. The January meeting may be at a different location than originally
planned as Cheryl may have to have back surgery.
Dale has ordered the T-shirts and maybe some caps, also, since he has gotten enough requests
to place the minimum order.
Ron Wells is not one to let anyone down who has ordered coal and even though he wasn’t
feeling well, he managed, with the help of Bertie, to deliver the coal orders to the meeting, as
he had promised. We hope he is feeling better by now.
I hope to see all of you in December at Clyde’s.
Harold Enlow, NWBOA Secretary
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PROJECT NOTES—CHRISTMAS BOW HANGER
Author: David Fink.
Reprinted with
permission from the
Ocmulgee Blacksmith
Guild Newsletter, a
Georgia-based ABANA
affiliate.
HEATHER MCLARTY
Heather McLarty started her career as
a steel fabricator in the theater, but
has spent the last twenty years as an
artist blacksmith. You can see her
work on her Steel Crazy website.

Materials




1/8” x 1” x 28”
5/16” round x 11”

She makes wonderful railing and
gates as well as her public
installations, but is perhaps best
known for her high-relief chasing (see
YouTube video). ABANA members
may remember seeing this in the
Hammer’s Blow last year.



Cut or forge both ends of the 1/8” x
1” to a very steep angle.



Mark the center by fullering or
cutting a notch 3/8” deep by 1” long,
leaving a little more than 1/4” of material
in the center.

I would highly recommend listening
to her interview on the
BlacksmithHer podcast about her
2005 trip to the Czech Republic to
study Louis XVI ornament and
tooling under master smith Alfred
Habermann.



Measure 8” from either side of the
center notch and add two more notches.



Forge the material from the outer
notches down to a gradual taper as shown



Bend both ends down 90 degrees.



Bend over horn so that the 90 degree
bends overlap and rest over the center
notch.



Make a collar out of the same 1/8” x
1” stock and attach it so that the joint is on
the same side as the ribbons that were
bent down 90 degrees.



Push the collar down so that it is
recessed into the bow and the bow bulges
outward to the front as shown



Adjust the “ribbons” to a pleasing
angle and bend on the horn or with scroll
tongs to give them dimension and a
realistic appearance.



Forge a 1” to 1.5” hook on the 5/16”
round stock and flatten the opposite end.
Punch or drill a 5/16” hole in this
flattened end to hang it by



Drill a 5/32” hole through the collar and hook. Rivet with an 8d nail and apply finish.

CARLEY EISENBERG
Carley Eisenberg graduated with a
Master of Fine Arts degree in
furniture design from the Rhode
Island School of Design. Her thesis
project was a fascinating collection
entitled “Fables of Red,” inspired by
the tale of Little Red Riding Hood.
In July 2014, Carley was chosen by
Ellen DeGeneres as one of the top six
up and coming furniture designers in
the country, and competed on Ellen's
Design Challenge on HGTV to win
$100,000 and a spread in HGTV
Magazine. She was eliminated on the
fourth of six episodes.
She can currently be found in her
studio, Iron Mountain Forge, creating
a new collection based on Alice in
Wonderland.
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NEXT CAC BOA MEETING
The next Central Arkansas Chapter
meeting will be at the home of Robert
Thompson in Hot Springs on
Saturday, December 19th. Unlike our
usual 9:00 am to 3:00 pm, this
Christmas Party meeting will begin at
3:00 pm and go to 9:00 pm.
Robert Thompson
334 Ellison Rd
Hot Springs, AR, 71909
The trade item will be a single,
“wrapped Christmas gift, forged
by you.”
This is a POTLUCK—Bring a
covered dish!

STIRRING RECIPES
BLACKSMITH SOUP RECIPE
Debbie Huddleston’s crockpot
ambrosia







3 packages stew meat
2 cans cream of mushroom soup
2 cans French onion soup
2 cans sliced potatoes
2 cans sliced carrots

Put stew meat in crockpot and season
with salt, pepper, and garlic powder.
Mix 1 can of cream of mushroom
soup and 1 can of French onion soup
and pour over meat.
Layer cans of potatoes and carrots on
top of soups and season with salt,
pepper, and garlic powder. Mix other
cans of soup together and pour over
veggies.
Cook six hrs. Stir before serving
SUPER QUENCH RECIPE
A quenching medium for mild steel.
A modification of Robb Gunter’s
original formula, given to Dale by
Tom Bates






5 gal. water
5 pounds salt
32 oz. Dawn liquid detergent
8 oz. Jet Dry

Stir before using.
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CENTRAL BOA NOVEMBER MEETING MINUTES
This month’s meeting of the Central Arkansas Chapter of the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas (CACBOA) was once again hosted at the forge of Tim Huddleston in Benton. This was
Tim’s third time to host in 2015, and he is already on the schedule for February of next year. If
he keeps this up, some of us just need to move in. Is
there a spare bedroom now that your oldest is off to
college?
In the morning, I worked on a hand-crank drill (brace
and bit set) I am trying to forge that is turning out to be
more of a learning experience than a project. Robert
Thompson worked on a leaf bottle opener and Salauddin
worked on an arrow for his heart project with help from
Brandon. We had ten members and three guests
present, and Dale, as usual, helped our guests feel
welcome and worked with them on a simple project.
Dale also demonstrated a “super quench” formula that
he had mixed up. Tim and I had punched a hole in a
mild steel plate to use as monkey tool to set a shoulder
tenon on my brace. After hot punching the plate, we
quenched it in Dale’s mixture. The steel actually
screamed like a baby. Dale tried to score it with a chisel
afterward, and was barely able to make a mark.
Debbie fixed some soup that, I kid you not, tasted just
like the “Zuppa Toscana” from the Olive Garden, my
favorite soup in the world. Really tasty. There is going to
be some blood spilt before we decide which of us gets the
spare bedroom.
In our business meeting, we discussed the CACBOA
Christmas party next month, hosts for future meetings,
recent demonstrations, the BOA trailer, T-Shirts, and the
2016 ABANA conference (which you will hear more
about in upcoming months). BTW, the BOA trailer is
parked at my house. Please let me know who gets it next
so I can make arrangements for pickup or delivery.
Robert Fox,
CACBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—ORNAMENT HANGER
Author: Steve Anderson (MABA member). Reprinted from the
Winter 2012 edition of the NRBA Blacksmiths News, the newsletter
of the Northern Rockies Blacksmiths Association (NRBA).



Start with 3/16” square
stock , 9 –3/4” long. Starting 11/4” from the end, forge to 1/8”
square, then forge to round and
bend 90 degrees in the vise. You may
also want to make a small, tight twist 1”
from the end.

POETRY FOR THE LADY-SMITH
From the American Blacksmith
magazine, August 1907, page 252
The Village Blacksmith



Forge a long, square taper
starting 1” from the other end. Then
bring the square taper to round.



Form a circle around a 2-1/2”
mandrel, allowing the tail to continue
above the start.




Bend the top point back to form a small hook.

Heat the tail and use scrolling tongs to shape a hook
centered under the upper hook.

WOMEN AT
THE FORGE

Under a spreading chestnut tree
The village smithy stands
The smith oh what a peach is she
With diamonds on her hands
Through leafy roof the sunlight
streams
Upon her golden strands
Her eyes are blue her lips are red
Her lashes drooping long
She chaws her pepsin gum and hums
A little ragtime song
She never winks at passers by
No, no! ‘Twould be so wrong!

The Blacksmith Maid
Where famed St Louis sits beside
The River's turbid flood
(Composed of water, say six parts,
And four of good rich mud)
Behold a modest blacksmith shop,
Where horses may be shod;
And when you glance within this place
You see a sight most odd.

The Holkham Bible was
written in England around
1327 AD, the time of
Chaucer. It is filled with
paintings intended for use by
a teaching friar to illustrate
the lessons of the text, much
the same as the popular
“miracle plays” of the time.

A maiden fair the bellows blows,
Or wields the heavy sledge,
The while the smith a horseshoe makes
Or gives a tool its edge.

Commentary on this page
describes “A smith says his
hand is too bad to make
nails. His wife at the forge.”

Suitors? Ah yes at least a score.
Have sought the strong right hand
Of this, the only lady smith
In fair Missouri's land.

This illustration seems to
show that it would not have
been inconceivable for the
wife of a smith in the 14th
century to step in for her
husband when need called.

But to them all she says, “Not yet I’m in no haste to wed.”
Then glances at her anvil's face
And strokes her hammer's head.

And when she shoes a horse methinks
That were a sight to see And many a man who stands and looks
Exclaims, “Would I were he!”
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BOOK REVIEW—
THE BACKYARD
BLACKSMITH
I tend to stay away from absolute, all
inclusive statements, or at least I attempt too, usually they get me in trouble, either by offending someone, or
just being wrong!
Now, having made that statement. I
want to make statement that is completely resolute.
GO BUY THIS BOOK!

RON WELLS, COALMEISTER
After attending the monthly meeting of
the NW chapter this past Saturday at
Keith Heffelfinger's shop, I feel that a
special recognition is due Ron Wells,
our beloved Coalmeister.
Several NW members had ordered coal
from Ron, to be delivered at the
meeting. It was quite a lot, as he even
had coal stacked over his tool box on
his truck! As it turned out, Ron was
quite sick that day and despite that, he
elected to come to the meeting to
deliver the coal and fulfill his
orders. His wife, Bertie, came along
should Ron not feel like driving the
round trip from his home to Timbo, an
approximately 4 hour round trip. As
soon as Ron delivered the coal, he
wisely headed back home for rest. I
feel that Ron went way above the call
of duty and should be recognized
appropriately.
Tom Bates
[Editor’s note: Pierre Terrail, le
Chevalier de Bayard, was the epitomy
of chivalry and knighthood. He was
known as “le chevalier sans peur et
sans reproche”

I own a multitude of books about
blacksmithing, and without a doubt
( in my mind ) Lorelei's book is at the
very top of the list. She incorporates
lots and lots and lots and lots ( did I
mention lots???) of practical smithing
practices in plain English that the new
smiths and those of us that have been doing it for a while can relate to!
With many of the smithing books that I own, I get the distinct impression that they want to
write a book to impart their knowledge to the masses, okay okay... they want to impart their
knowledge to others who are interested in smithing. They set down to write the book, and
then proceed to hand out the appearance of knowledge without actually imparting anything.
Almost as if once they started writing, their internal dialog began to say " I don't want to give
away all my secrets, so I will tell part of the process, if the reader is worth their salt, they can
figure it out." This leaves me EXTREMELY frustrated.
Okay, I ranted about other books to bring us around to the point that Lorelei lays it all out for
anyone that will pick up her book and read it. And re-read it, and re-read it. She is very concise and to the point about the projects, catch phrases, and equipment that are involved in
smithing. She adds in smithing lore in sides bars, humor
that she has enjoyed over the years, and many tidbits of
interesting and applicable smithing axioms.
When I started writing these book reviews, I decided to
use a 5 hammer rating system, So far that seems to be
appropriate, and The Backyard Blacksmith pegs the meter on 5.
Once more... GO BUY THIS BOOK!

(the knight without peer and without
reproach/blame).
I think we have found in Sir Ron our
“Coalmeister sans peur et sans
reproche”]

Tim Huddleston
BOA Member

REBECCA KNOTT
Rebecca was born into blacksmithing in 1983 and first held a hammer
when she was 3 yrs old. Upon leaving university, Rebecca got the
opportunity to go up north and work with a master blacksmith for 7
months then came back to work alongside her father ( Terrence Clark ) in
his forge in Guildford.
Rebecca went into business for herself in
2007, creating stunning work that is
individually tailored to the client’s
environment.
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"The quality is in the detail. Its important that every piece is
thought about. Even the underside of a piece of work, just
because you can see it doesn't mean it doesn't deserve the
same respect."

GATE WORKSHOP
AT ESSA
Author: Bob Patrick
I was privileged to teach a gatemaking workshop at the Eureka
Springs School of the Arts (ESSA),
Oct 5-9. There were 5 students in
the class, Katie, Buzz, Bob, Richard,
and Terry. Katie and Terry had no
blacksmithing experience
whatsoever and Buzz had taken 2
beginning classes. Bob and Richard
had a fair amount of forging
experience, but had never done
anything like a gate or grill, though
they, with a few other members of
their group had been making
ironwork for the TV series, Salem,
and both were former students of
mine.
I had designed a small gate as a project. I was somewhat worried as it was to be forged and
then assembled by the students. Our very first job was to draw the gate full-sized on one of
the metal tables in the blacksmith/sculpture studio. I had planned on scribing the frame on
the metal and then going over the lines with whiteout pens, but the pens we had purchased
did not work like the pens I had used in the past, so we used soap stones to lay out the rest of
the gate.
The gate had square and round tenons on the cross pieces that went through mortises on the
vertical sides. One bar up from the bottom had holes pierced in it in line with holes drilled
through the bottom bar and short vertical bars with spear points were to be riveted into
place.

BEX SIMON—UK BLACKSMITH
Bex’s career as an artist blacksmith
started by working with clay and
fabrics. While attending a
demonstration of forging and welding
by blacksmiths, she instantly
recognized blacksmithing was a skill
she had to explore and incorporate
into her artwork.
“My inspirations are nature, textures
and the environment, also the Art
Nouveau movement and artists like
Gaudi and Lalique.”
Bex went on to achieve a National
Certificate and a Diploma in
Blacksmithing from Hereford College
of Technology and has been awarded
two grants from the Worshipful
Company of Blacksmiths and a
‘starting up’ loan from the Prince’s
Trust.

Material for the frame was 1/2” x 1” mild steel. The students first task was to texture the bars
for the frame. None of the students were very experienced with power hammers. So, in
texturing the bars the material was badly distorted, requiring long hours and hard work
straightening it. The top bar of the gate had an arched top and was fitted to the drawing,
then the bottom and top bars had to have tenons forged on them and the respective mortises
were formed. The shoulders for the tenons were marked on a sharp anvil hardy and
“butchered” with a guillotine tool made for the purpose. The tenons were then marked to

A Bex Simon garden gate

GOT A STORY IDEA?
Do you have a story you would like to
see in the VOICE? Would you like to
write it, or is it something you want to
read?
Let us know—send an email to
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org.
Continued on page 20
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length on a jig, carefully forged square to fit the mortises, and
fitted to length afterwards.
Next bars for the short bottom pieces were cut over sized and
pointed in a coal forge. After pointing, the ends were forged by eye
by the students in a spring swage under the school’s Big Blu power
hammer. After that the pieces were cut shorter and tenons were
carefully forged in a 3 stage spring die under the power hammer.
This was challenging work for all involved. Several extra pieces
were made and the best 7 were selected for the gate. So that the
work could be completed on time the students were asked to work
either individually or in pairs to do the remaining tasks required.
All of this took a lot of time. ESSA plans for people to begin work at
9 AM , break for lunch, then work till 4 PM, but this project
required much more time than that would have allowed. Some of
us worked well past dark the first night and some students started
earlier in the morning. One of the most difficult parts in making
something like a gate is getting pieces to fit accurately. And the
piece requiring the most fitting was the cross bar that was pierced
for the short bars. It was pierced for 1/2” bars that went through it
on the diagonal and the holes all had to line up properly with

drilled holes in the bottom. This required carefully punching. The
middle hole was punched first and Richard made a piece that fit the
middle hole. The holes were punched with a slot punch and opened with
a drift. We had to experiment to get the slot punch to be the proper
width for the diagonal holes to fit the bars closely, and I had to reforge,
harden and temper the punch and grind it till it made the holes just as
we needed them. As each hole was punched and drifted we had to make
sure the hole was in the proper position, and we had to allow for any
lengthening or shortening of the bar. The bar changed little in length.
Punching increased the length a little, but drifting shortened it, and the
final drift enlarged the hole to the proper size. Bob and Katie did most
of the punching and drifting and did a great job on it.
After this the pierced bar and the middle bar of the gate had to have

round tenons forged on them. This was successfully done and the
frame was totally assembled for the first time. Bars called cramps
were forged that held the sides closely to the tenon shoulders
during assembly. The round tenons on the short vertical bars all
had to have nice shoulders made on them with the monkey tool,
which I had to alter a little. This was difficult and Richard and
Terry opted to file them to get nicer shoulders than they obtained
with the monkey tool.
Here I made my big mistake! I knew that where they had fit the
monkey tool they would fit clear through the holes in the bottom
bar. But as I watched them file the shoulders nice it did not occur
to me that the filed option might be too large to go clear through
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the holes. Riveting the bars proved difficult and
resulted in me using some overly “colorful”
language, and the bottom bar was badly bent
during the operation. During the riveting, the
spear points were backed with a lead block
Richard had brought. With all of us working
together we were finally able to get all of them
driven in place and the round shanks bradded
into rivet heads. We used an air chisel with a
riveting head I had made some number of years
ago for riveting all of the round tenons. The
tenons on the cross bars were not riveted until
all of the scroll work and patterns for the center
portion were made and fitted, then collared.
The material for the scrolls was carefully
estimated to the half inch using methods I had
learned through my career of blacksmithing,
and fortunately all of the scrolls and patterns
lengths worked the first time! We then collared
the scrolls and patterns where appropriate. We
used material Buzz grooved using a tool I made
under the air hammer and used two different
methods of collaring.
This took the first 4 days and we then had to get
ready for the “walk through” where the students
and public came through the shop and looked at
our work while we went to the other studios and
looked at their work. Oh, yes! During this, we were
provided with wine, beer, and treats! And, that
sort of ended most of the work that day. We did
prepare some things for the next day. There was a
twist to the frame after the riveting and to get rid
of it we tried just “springing” the frame after
riveting all the ends of the cross pieces, but it
simply would not lay flat until we clamped it over
some 1/2” bars played diagonally under the form,
and heated all of the points with the rosebud torch
and let them cool.
Friday was our final day. Our job was drilling and

tapping the edges for 1/2” cap bolts. Katie ground the ends of the bolts flat on an angle
grinder. The holes were drilled and tapped with bits and taps that Richard had brought
with him at my request. We sawed the bolts close to the frame, after screwing them in
with the school’s nice Milwaukee Portaband, and ground them flush. A little wire
brushing and the gate was finished, other than installing hinges and a latch, which will
be done after the school completes installation of posts for the gate.
The workshop was a success! We got a nice gate completed in 4 1/2 days with 5 people
doing most of the work under my direction, and two of the team did a great job without
any prior smithing experience. I was very proud of our team. Everybody worked
smoothly together and everyone did work that was necessary in completing the gate with
good cooperation of all the class. All of the class were great people and fun to work with.
ESSA is a member of BOA and it is possible the hinges and latches will be done by BOA
at a meeting there in the future.
Bob Patrick, BOA Member
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TRADITIONS: WOMEN BLACKSMITHS
There have always been female blacksmiths. While never exactly commonplace, there was no
point in history where women were not represented in the craft. Women were not excluded from
membership in any of the early medieval guilds. The Worshipful Company of Blacksmiths in
London lists sixty-five "brethren" and two "sistren" in its 1434 charter. Some estimates maintain
that 1 in 200 blacksmiths in the 18th century were female.

THE HISTORY OF
BLACKSMITHING IN ARKANSAS
The purpose of the Traditions article
is to educate our members and the
public regarding the traditions of
blacksmithing, in keeping with our
organization’s mandate. One
tradition that we have wanted to
discuss for some time is that of female
blacksmiths.
I set out to find out to what extent
women have been involved in
blacksmithing, historically. Did this
really occur? What did that look like?
What series of events led to their
taking up the trade? Did they seek out
smithing, or was it thrust upon them?
How were they accepted by their
customers and by their fellow smiths?
Could they rise through the ranks to
become a recognized master of the
craft? What contributions have
women made to the field through
history?
I found far more material than I
expected, and tried to put a few
representative samples together for
this month’s issue.
Gentlemen, doff your hats to the
women smiths! Let’s give them some
of the recognition that history has not.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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That said, women smiths were rare. In his memoirs of his travels through the English countryside
in 1741, William Hutton was astonished to find blacksmith shops on the road to Birmingham with
"one or more females, stripped of their upper garments, and not overcharged with the lower,
wielding the hammer with all the grace of the sex. The beauties of their faces were rather eclipsed
by the smut of the anvil." In this account, Hutton seemed far more shocked by the women’s
occupation than by their state of undress.
In the majority of cases, women blacksmiths
were originally the wife or daughter of a male
blacksmith. But when the man became
incapacitated (injury or illness) or was absent
(abandonment, military enlistment or death)
the wife or daughter would often pick up
hammer and tongs in order to make ends meet
and put food on the table for her family. "No
one contested the right of wives and daughters
to work in a shop or at a stall leased in the name
of the husband and father," writes Olwen
Hufton in The Prospect before Her: A History
of Women in Western Europe, 1500-1800.
There is debate about whether the women who acquired businesses from family did the physical
tasks, and whether the girls that were apprenticed to tradesmen ever really learned the trade.
Prints seem to suggest some did. Only recently did a Colonial Williamsburg interpreter look
closely at a nineteenth-century print that had been hanging on the wall at the Geddy House for
years: a portion of Ben Franklin's Poor Richard Illustrated features a country blacksmith shop
where four men are working, and, in the right-hand corner, a woman hammers rather
inconspicuously at an anvil.
In Europe a prospective guild member, regardless of gender, had to apply for entrance by
apprenticeship, patrimony, redemption, or marriage. Most, but not all, women applied by right of
marriage or widowhood. More than 200 youngsters are documented to have been apprenticed to
women in Oxford between 1520 and 1800, evidence that women did indeed claim the rights of
masters.
What were these women like? The August 1907 issue of The American Blacksmith tells the story of
sixteen year old Miss Minnie
“If you beat him, you must expect a kick. Horses are like
Hagmann (see photo on cover), a
men: when they are treated right, they will act
blacksmith working at her father’s
right.” (Minnie Hagmann
forge in Missouri, who was
“considered the equal of any smith
in the locality, and with an
ambition to become one of the
greatest smiths in the United
States.” Her father had purchased a
shop, but was forced into debt and
was unable to hire any help. In
addition to volunteering to help her
father, Minnie also took care of
books and collected bills.
Minnie quickly picked up
knowledge of the more difficult
branches of the trade until she not
only forged the shoe which she put
on the horse but was also able to

make any part of a buggy or wagon. Her father considered her superior to the average general smith and
said he would rather have her about than a hired man. “I would rather work in the shop with father than do
housework”, she said. “I think women can do manual labor the same as men if they are healthy.”
In the article, Minnie said that she was not anxious to marry. “You see there are so many fellows that can’t
make a living themselves that I would be better off single than married to one of them, for I have a trade and
could always make a living.”
Another article in the April 1902 American Blacksmith tells of another lady-smith who joined her
blacksmith husband in the shop simply because she enjoyed sharing his trade. The article does imply,
however, that she begins her daily work as a blacksmith only after all the household chores are done.
A Woman Blacksmith. It will no doubt interest the readers of The American Blacksmith to know of all
women who may be engaged in the trade. The town of Santa Rose, California, possesses two blacksmiths
shown in the accompanying illustration: Mrs. Sarine Ann Faber and her husband CF Faber. The woman,
except for the short time while domestic duties claim her individual attention, labors from early morning till
late in the afternoon helping her husband at the little smithy on First Street. Together they build wagons, set
“Miss Minnie Hagmann, of St. tires, make welds and in fact the woman takes part in all work done at the shop. They are each about forty
Louis, the girl-smith who shoes nine years of age, strong and muscular and with equal skill use the sledge, hammer, square or plane. Mr.
Faber is an expert horseshoer and there are but few who can beat him in treating bad feet. His wife does not
horses and builds wagons”
labor at the forge because of the increased profits but because she enjoys the work and would rather be
helping her husband than be at home reading when all the
housework is done. In fact this woman prefers the heat of the forge
to that of the oven and finds more pleasure in working hot iron than
in kneading bread. Mrs. Faber cares nothing for the gossip a woman
blacksmith naturally gives rise to, but takes pleasure in the
distinction of being one of the few females interested in the forge.
Many who come to the shop ask Mrs. Faber if she is going to shoe
the horse and she tells them she will when her husband cannot. ”The
best first,” she says or “the teacher before the scholar.” All honor to
the smiths of Santa Rose. May they live long and prosper.
According to the October 12, 1906 Albuquerque Citizen, Mrs. Phillip P.
Wilcox of College View, Nebraska, a woman blacksmith “not of the
Amazon kind,” learned the trade from husband for “health and
pleasure,” and kept it open while her husband worked in railway shops.
She was previously a teacher but found better money in blacksmithing.
The couple brought up their daughters in the trade as well. As with the
previous article, however, this account assures the reader that Mrs.
Wilcox put the housework first, and only came out to the smithy when
she was called by a “certain tap on the anvil.”

California blacksmith Sarine Ann Faber, with her husband and shop
It’s not as if women were not always helping in the family business.
Prior to the twentieth century, there was no separation of home and work. Most businesses were run out of the home – a craftsmen would live
and work on the same property, if not the same building. Even in cities with heavy industry, most work was not done in the factories we might
imagine today. Instead, a laborer would go to his employer to get raw materials, then take them home to complete, bringing them back when
the work was done. This type of “cottage industry” was quite common, and the family business was "just that—a family working to produce an
income. In periods of sharp increase in demand, any able-bodied member of the family may be involved in making the business successful.
Including women." (Olwen Hufton, The Prospect Before Her).
For example, a nail-maker would have a small forge in the house, and
more often than not the entire family gathered around the forge making
nails – husband, wife, and children. In England during the 1700’s it is
believed that there were more female nail-makers than male. The men
would often work outside the home as seasonal heavy laborers in order to
bring in more income, rejoining the family business in the winter. The
nail making industry in England, in particular, was similar to a “company
town” in the Appalachians, in that laborers were often paid in script which
was only redeemable at the company store, resulting in a life of virtual
slavery and inescapable poverty. Under these conditions, sad to say, there
were frequent stories of hopeless men who spent their days in taverns
drinking away the money their wives and children were bringing in.
An obituary for blacksmith Rachel Yost, found in The
Automotive Manufacturer, Volume 22, May 1, 1880.

Continued on page 24
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Women also appeared to have dominated the chain-smithing trade.
According to Chain and Anchor Making in the Black Country by Ron
Moss. "For two hundred years, England led the world in the
manufacture of chain and anchors… Most of the chain shops were very
small; many of them were to be found in the back yards of the workers'
houses, and a large number of the chain makers were women." In fact,
the first ever minimum wage was establish when women chain makers
went on strike for better working conditions.
According to the historical accounts, male blacksmiths working next to
their homes would certainly have asked their wives for occasional help
in the forge: working as strikers, pumping the bellows, and various
other chores. Marriage to a blacksmith was often something of a parttime apprenticeship. This goes a long way to explain why so many
women were able to step in and take over the blacksmith business
when their husbands and fathers were absent or incapacitated.
Rarer, but not unheard of, were women who entered the trade through
the same path as men, serving a formal apprenticeship to a master
smith. Young girls served apprenticeships all the time, though usually
as bakers, milliners, weavers, and the like. But when there were no
traditionally female apprenticeships available, it would not be unheard
of for a likely young woman to apprentice to other trades. In some
cases the young smith was the daughter of a master smith who wished
to provide a trade for a daughter who had, after all, already grown up
around the forge and seemed to have an aptitude. Anecdotal evidence
Another female smith at Colonial Williamsburg, Journeyman
seems to support that the traditional seven-year apprenticeship in
Gayle Clarke works in the James Craig silversmith shop. One
“heavier” trades such as blacksmithing would often begin at the age of
hot July found her with her sleeves rolled, sweating, and
swinging a forging hammer over a thick piece of silver. In spite twelve for young women, where young men would typically begin at the
age of nine. It’s not clear whether this delay was intended to allow the
of the Tidewater humidity, there was a fire blazing in the
girl to grow stronger, or to give more time for her to find a more
fireplace so Clarke could anneal the ingot when it hardened.
traditional apprenticeship.
Guests milled about the shop. One woman looked around,
walked into the back, peered down the hall, then turned to her
To be clear, most young women sought marriage rather than
companions and said, "Oh, I guess none of the silversmiths are apprenticeship. Those who were apprenticed often had no choice in the
working today."
matter, usually the result of orphaning. Parish or pauper
These kinds of incidents often lead to questions of whether
apprenticeships, as they were called, featured contracts that left blank
Colonial Williamsburg is portraying women as smiths out of
spaces so the court or church official could write in "him" or "her,"
modern political correctness or historical accuracy. But the
"she" or "he." K. D. M. Snell's Annals of the Labouring Poor lists nearly
historical evidence clearly shows women in these trades in
300 orphan girls apprenticed to trades in the eighteenth century in the
Williamsburg. Likely, there were far more than we know, due southern counties of England.
to the practice of documents naming men by their trade
Bridget Hill in
(“James Croven, blacksmith”) while naming women based on
Women, Work,
their marital status (Mary, wife of James Croven”).
and Sexual
Politics in Eighteenth-Century England, suggests that there may have been far
more female apprentices, but the guilds did not take the time to document them
because "the completion of a man's apprenticeship had political and social, as well
as economic consequences (parliamentary franchise), that did not apply to women."
Hill suggests that the large number of orphan girls apprenticed to trade is
misleading, a side effect of the fact that orphans were the responsibility of the
government, not a family, and their care was subject to more stringent
documentation and oversight. She suggests that far more young women served as
undocumented apprenticeships in trades than is commonly believed.
Aislinn Lewis, left, is the newest blacksmith's apprentice at
Colonial Williamsburg. She's not there just to fulfill an equalopportunity clause; there were documented women
silversmiths, tinsmiths, whitesmiths, and blacksmiths working
in 18th century Britain and in the American colonies. Aislinn is
an accomplished ironworker, too, a graduate of the American
College of the Building Arts who specialized in forged
architectural ironwork.

One such orphan later became known as “Betsy the Blacksmith,” and was a heroine
of the American Revolutionary War. According to the National Museum of
Women’s History, Elizabeth Hager was born in Boston in 1750. Her parents were
very poor and both died when she was only nine leaving her alone in the world to
shift for herself. Following the customs of the time, she became a “bound girl.” This
From the March 9, 1905 issue of The American
meant that as an orphan, a family would take her in, freeing the city of charity costs,
Machinist, p.322. Note that the readers are assured
and in return, Betsy would become their servant. Betsy began her apprenticeship
that Clara has not neglected the housework.
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with a farmer near Boston. There she lived and was cared for as part of the family while
learning to do all the heavy farm work, as well as becoming an expert on the loom. Her
childhood also included some formal education, as Betsy could read and write. She became a
very strong and capable woman, both with domestic tasks as well as in the construction of
tools and machinery and could “make almost anything out of iron and wood,” earning her
the nickname of “Handy Betty.”
Betsy Hager also had a strong sense of patriotism. This was only to be expected from
someone living in Boston right before the Revolutionary War, as the streets of Boston were
filled with rebels eager to overturn the British government. Events such as the Boston Tea
Party gave people a strong sense of nationalism. When the 1775 Battle of Concord signaled
the beginning of the American Revolution, she helped care for the wounded.
When the Revolution broke out Betsy was at work for a man named Leverett in his
blacksmith shop; he was very ingenious and he and Betsy both secretly volunteered their
time, working in a room attached to the workshop to fix the old match-lock guns for the
patriots, many of which had not been used since Queen Anne’s War in the early
1700’s. Leverett would rough forge the parts for the guns, but at the point they began to
become recognizable he would pass them to Betsy in the hidden room. Her machinery skills
came in handy as she would file, grind and fit the parts as fast as Leverett would turn them
out. Both, it should be remembered, were working without pay to do their part in the fight
for freedom. They worked in secret because making arms to be used against the government
was, of course, illegal – and beyond that, most of what they repaired and gave to Americans
was property that officially was owned by the British. Apparently, the British soldiers kept
careful watch over the blacksmiths, fearing just this sort of activity, but they made the
mistake of overlooking young Betsy.
After the “shot heard round the world” at the battle of Concord, the British fled, leaving
behind six brass cannon that were too large to move. Before abandoning these weapons, the
Brittish “spiked” them, rendering them unusable. The guns were taken to Leverett's shop,
From the March, 1912 issue of The Blacksmith
where he and Betsy drilled holes opposite the
and Wheelwright. Again, the reader is
spikes, then punched the spikes out from the
assured that Mrs. Sheffield still “finds time to
inside, and stopped up their access holes
do her housework”
with screws. She also made cartridges for the
guns, and when her supply of flannel for this purpose gave out, she took off her
underclothing and used them. Betsy worked hard at these cannon for six weeks, after which
they were put into service with the revolutionary army against the British. For the rest of the
war, Betsy made bullets and other ammunition, for which she is known to history as “Betsy
the Blacksmith.”
From the August, 1917 issue of The American
Blacksmith. Apparently not all women were
eager to join their husbands in the forge and
still be expected to keep the house.
But I would be very careful about divorcing a
woman who could swing a 12-pound sledge!

Among her gifts was considerable knowledge of medicine--the herbs, roots and flowers of the
country. At night after the battle in which her canon were used, Betsy could be found helping
care for and nurse the wounded. Throughout the war she continued to aid the patriot cause in
many ways. After the war, Betsy married a soldier, John Pratt, and the couple took up
farming. Or rather, Betsy ran the farm while John continued in the army. Betsy continued to
study medicine, and learned how to inoculate for smallpox, an often-fatal disease that, in the
best of cases, still left scars that were especially harmful to young women. Her vaccination
program saved many lives.

Betsy the Blacksmith, like many unsung women before her, rose
above her humble beginnings, fearlessly took on the challenges of
what would normally have been thought of as a man’s world,
worked without reward or recognition, and made a difference.
The world might be a very different place today if Betsy had not
given the fledgling American militia six shiny brass cannon, plus
ammunition, at the beginning of the War for Independence.
We’ll probably never know the full extent of women’s
contributions to the blacksmithing craft, but there have always
been and always will be strong, capable, courageous women
willing to step up and do whatever it takes to take care of their
families, and do it with creativity and style.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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FAULKNER COUNTY MUSEUM
OPEN HOUSE
For the second year in a row, The Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas was asked to demonstrate at the Faulkner County
Museum Open House in historic downtown Conway. The
event is part of a larger festival encompassing the entire
historic downtown area, with over 40 stores opening their
doors with special sales. At 10:00 in the morning, a special
“snowball cannon” shot 1500 ping pong balls into the air,
each with a store name and prize number. It was a lively day
in Conway!
At the museum, the open house included at least a dozen
stations featuring historic crafts, many staffed with people in
period costume. Many of the demonstrators were energetic
students from the University of Central Arkansas (UCA)
history program, along with their History department
representative, Dr. Kimberly Little. The stations included
carding and spinning wool, churning butter, making corn
husk dolls, a mountain-man with several flint lock rifles and
various furs, and the ever-popular Dutch-oven cooking (free
samples!).

Dale Custer, Brandon Willson, and Robert Fox representing BOA.
Tim Huddleston and Christian Shelton also assisted with the
demonstrations, and Keith and Lynda Heffelfinger dropped by for
a while to visit and field the hard questions.

We had a lot of interest in our blacksmithing. I talked myself
hoarse answering peoples’ questions as best I could.
Fortunately, most of the questions were pretty easy. We had
a lot of older folks telling us about their experiences with
smiths in the early twentieth century—very interesting! Keith
and Lynda Heffelfinger dropped by and helped field
questions for a while. I talked for almost an hour with a
young man who has been doing research on his ancestors, he
had found that his great-grandfather was a professional
smith on a railroad crew between 1890 and 1920.
One film student at UCA is producing a documentary on his
great-uncle Rex Harrall, a smith from the Searcy area Rex is
something of a local legend. He was the lead smith on several
projects for the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) and the Work Projects Administration
(WPA) during the depression, with some of his work still in place in several public buildings.
The student was very interested in using BOA as both a body of fact-checking experts and for
recommendations on period appropriate film locations. If any of you know much about
blacksmithing on depression-era public works projects in general, or about Rex Harrall in
particular, PLEASE contact me at editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org, and I can pass your
information along or get you in direct contact with this young man and his film crew. You can
tell that this project is intensely personal with him.
Of course, we also had a lot of young children watch the forging, fascinated by everything we did. The young boys seemed
especially interested in what their life would have been like as an apprentice, and were very happy to receive from us one free lump
of coal each. One young home-schooled girl and her mother have been studying Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House on the Prairie,
and had just been reading about one time when Pa dropped a single nail, and the whole family looked for it for hours, because nails
were so rare and valuable. CACBOA member Brandon Wilson then demonstrated making a nail, and I gave it to her. You would
have thought it was made of solid gold!
My personal highlight, however, was a young girl who was
“this many” (holding up four fingers). She watched
everything with wide eyes, saying hardly a word. When her
mother told her it was time to go, she held her arms up to
me and said, “Hug!”
After she left, Dale Custer turned to Tim Huddleston and
said, “I didn’t get a hug. Did you?” So we shared hugs all
around. Manly, side-hugs, of course. We are invited back
next year, for those of you who want some of this action!

Robert Fox, BOA Editor
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THE TAILGATE—CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE

EVENTS

COAL FOR SALE
50 pound bags.
BOA Members price $8/bag
Non-member price $10/bag
Contact Coal-Meister Ron Wells, or see
your chapter steward.

SPRING OZARK FOLK SCHOOL
BEGINNING BLACKSMITHING
March 19-23
BOA ORE SMELT
December 4, 5, 6
Eureka Springs School of Arts
15751 Highway 62 West
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
We are going to try once again to smelt
iron from ore. We will be using the
same facilities as last time at the
Eureka Springs School of the Arts.
We will start on Friday morning,
preparing the ore (roasting and
calcining) and repairing the furnace.

ANVILS ETC. FOR SALE
Bob Lock has Forges, blowers, anvils,
post vises, post drills, welding flux,
hardies, etc. Call to see if he has what
you need.
Call 417-847 6708 (Shell Knob,
Missouri)

WANTED

On Saturday we will begin charging the
furnace and smelting the ore. Several
changes to our process have been
made, and Dale hopes to have better
results this time.
It is possible that the school’s forges
may be available for use while the
smelt is in progress.

Ozark Folk Center State Park
1032 Park Ave.
Mountain View, AR 72560
Or call (870) 269-3851
Learn to forge iron. This course,
taught by OFC resident blacksmith
Pat Thompson will cover the basics
of forging, hammer-work and tools
used to learn to blacksmith. You’ll
go home with several finished pieces
including a triangle dinner bell, iron
cross pendant and other items that
you choose to create. You'll go home
with about 8
pieces.
Minimum age
15-years-old.
Total Cost
$600 ($100
of which is
due at
registration)

EDUCATION

ADVERTISING
Contact the editor at
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org
All content is subject to editorial review.
MEMBERS
Fire Poker CLASS

Ads are free to BOA members.

National Ornamental Metal Museum
NON-MEMBERS
Advertising for non-members is
charged on a per-issue basis based on
the size of the ad and whether it is in
color or black and white only, per the
chart below.

NEW FOR SPRING
BLACKSMITHING CLASSES
Bob Patrick is teaching a course at his
shop through the Arkansas Craft
School, April 24-26. For cost and to
sign up, those who are interested
should contact the Arkansas Craft
School at
http:\\arkansascraftschool.org.
This will be a beginning course. Bob
will be taking only 4 students, each will
have a separate forge, anvil, and hand
tools.
Bob will be glad to discuss any type of
work about which a prospective
student is interested if you email him
at bobpatrick@southshore.cc

374 Metal Museum Drive
Memphis, Tennessee 38106
Saturday and Sunday, December 13,
8:30AM – 5PM
Tuition: $150, Material Fee: $30 /
Limit: 10 Students
Learn to forge a fire poker. Supporting
Friend Members and above receive a
10% discount off class tuition.
Contact Information:
1-877-881-2326 (toll free)
Email: info@metalmuseum.org
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GET YOUR BOA T-SHIRTS!
BOA t-shirts are only $10. You can’t beat that with a rounding hammer! Get the black if you are
worried about coal grime, or the grey if you are worried about the heat. Or get both for the winter,
and layer up!
The silk screening process requires that we save up orders until a minimum number is reached.
Fill out the form below, but send no money. You will pay when the t-shirts arrive.

2014 ABANA T-SHIRTS
Dale has some 2014 ABANA T-Shirts
that he got for our affiliate. He is
selling them for $15 each, in an
assortment of sizes. Proceeds go to
the BOA treasury.
For information, contact Dale

The design on the back of the shirt

The right-front pocket area

Enter the quantity of each color and size below. White is also available with black ink.
BLACK

GRAY

WHITE

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X– LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE
4X-LARGE

With Pocket
Without Pocket


Tall Sizes

All t-shirts are $10. Big-boy (3X & 4X) and Tall sizes are $2 more.
Indicate if you are interested in getting a cap. Yes

No

Your Name___________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip_________________________________________________
Phone # {in case we need to contact you}___________________________

Bring this form to the next Meeting. Do not include payment.
Pay when T-shirts are delivered
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BLACKSMITH ORGANIZATION OF ARKANSAS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: _________________
Name*:

(Plus Family Members)

Address:

PrimaryPhone:
Email**:
Email:
Email:
Special areas of interest:
 Knife making
 Restoration

 Gunsmithing
 Buck Skinning

 Architectural
 Medieval

Membership dues are $25 per year, due in January***.
Make checks payable to “BOA (Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas)”
Mail to:
Ron Wells, BOA Treasurer
HCR 32 Box 141
Mount Judea, AR 72655
Or bring to the next meeting and give to the Treasurer or Steward.
*BOA’s membership is a family membership. For the payment of one membership, all the members of a family would be afforded all the benefits and privileges of full membership. They
would, however, have ONE vote on BOA business per family membership.

BENEFITS OF BOA
MEMBERSHIP
BOA members continue a
tradition of educating our
members and the public in the
techniques and history of
blacksmithing, the king of
crafts.
In addition to our monthly
meetings, newsletter, and email
chatter, our members are active
in their communities with many
interesting events and
demonstrations.
Members also receive
discounted prices on coal and
stylish BOA apparel.
BOA membership is a family
membership. For one
membership fee, all the
members of the family are
considered active, and each may
receive an electronic newsletter.

**BOA's Newsletter is available as an electronic newsletter. It is only distributed to active
email addresses. Please make sure your email address and those of your family members are
entered correctly above.
***Membership dues are paid with the submission of this application; thereafter, they are due
each January. If the dues are paid in the last three months (October, November, or December) of the year, membership is paid up for the following year. If dues are not paid within the first three months (January, February, or March) of the year, the member is removed from the membership.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Also available online at: www.abana.org
Email:

Name:
Address:

WWW URL:

City:

Phone:

State:

Zip:

Type of Membership:

Fax:
Credit Card Information:

 Regular …..$55

 Overseas ….....$65

 Visa  Mastercard

 Student …..$45

 Contributing ..$100

Card#

 Senior …....$50

 Library …….....$45

Expiration:

There is a $5 discount for 2-year memberships and renewals
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) is an ABANA Chapter Affiliation
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or credit card information using this form to
Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of North America, Inc.
259 Muddy Fork Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
Phone: 423-913-1022
Fax: 423-913-1023
Email: centraloffice@abana.org

BENEFITS OF ABANA
MEMBERSHIP
With your ABANA membership,
you receive a subscription to
both The Anvil's Ring and The
Hammer's Blow, as well as
discounted conference
registrations and discounts at
many web sites.
The Anvil's Ring, devoted
exclusively to the craft of
blacksmithing, is the
association's quarterly magazine
which presents articles on
topics such as architectural iron,
decorative design, hand forged
tools, historical references,
advice to beginners, etc.
The Hammer's Blow, also a
quarterly publication, is a black
and white magazine full of "how
to" tips and techniques for
professionals and beginners
alike.
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BOA MEMBER SHOWCASE—KEITH HEFFELFINGER
THE BLACKSMITH
ORGANIZATION OF
ARKANSAS (BOA)
BOA is an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America (ABANA).
We are exclusively for the
education of members and other
interested parties in the skills,
techniques, and traditions of
blacksmithing. We aspire to
expose the art of blacksmithing
to the public, to serve as center
of information about
blacksmithing and its tradition,
and to do so in cooperation with
and as an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America.
Information on when and where
we meet and how to join can be
found within the pages of this,
our monthly newsletter.
If you’re not already a member,
we hope you will be soon!

VOICE
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas

218 Trelon Circle
Little Rock, AR, 72223

This month’s
member
showcase is the
lung bellows at
Keith
Heffelfinger’s
forge in Timbo.
I am going to try
to twist Keith’s
arm into giving
us some buildnotes on this
beauty.
Keith even made
the iron brackets
which secure it
to the overhead
beams.
Nicely done,
Keith!

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

